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About

I'm an enthusiast about web development, good practices, and knowledge-sharing. I have

7+ years of experience and during this journey, I've worked as a full stack developer and

technical leadership. I always strive to keep improving myself, reading articles, going to

conferences, or just challenging myself with side projects.

Education

Jan 2013 - Incomplete Ulbra, B.S. in Computer Science

Jan 2010 - Dec 2012 QI, Information Systems Technician

Employment

Apr 2022 - Present HelloFresh SE

Frontend Engineer

I work as a Frontend Engineer in the Frontend

Infrastructure team. Basically, I work most of the time

improving CI/CD, build time, test executions, adding

automatic reports, and creating tools for other teams.

Technologies are Next.js, Jest, Cypress, Github Actions,

TypeScript, Node.js, Terraform, Honeycomb and etc.

Oct 2019 - Mar 2022 Warren Brasil



Sr. So�ware Engineer

I work as a web developer in the Banking team and I'm

also a chapter lead in the company. I work most of the

time improving the platform and helping other teams so

they can work more quickly, dynamically and scalable.

Technologies were Vue.js, Jest, GraphQL and Node.js.

Jan 2019 - Oct 2019 Share eat

Tech Lead

I've worked as a Technical Leader with a product that

was a social gastronomy network (similar to Instagram).

My main job was to communicate the product team to

the technical team and align all expectations, think

about architecture, scalability, monitoring and assisting

the development team with any questions or blocks.

Beyond the technical part, I also had to manage the

people, doing 1:1, encouraging feedback practices and

managing conflicts.

Dec 2016 - Dec 2018 4All Technology

Sr. Front-end developer / Chapter lead

I've worked with several products of the company, in

particular a self-registration platform for establishments

using React with Redux and a BFF with Node.js.

Another important project was an internal platform to

control orders, products, users, etc.. where I actively

participated in all the processes of this product using the

concept of micro frontends with React.js and Redux.

Also, I worked together with the web chapter to improve

web development practices in the company's teams. We

create style guides, templates, coding dojo and talks



about web technologies. I also worked on some other

projects for the company using React.js, Jest, Storybook,

Node.js, MySQL and the entire structure of AWS.

Jul 2016 - Dec 2016 Real Networking

Front-end developer

I've worked on the principal product, which is a

communication and information sharing platform

between companies. My main task was a migration for

the entire platform from JQuery to React and also add

some features, fixing bugs and working with the product

team about new features for the platform.

May 2014 - Apr 2016 Codex Remote

Web developer

I've worked on many important projects for the company

using Angular.js, JQWidgets, Leaflet, Gulp on front-end

and Java with hibernate or PHP with Codeigniter on the

back-end.

Skills

Languages: JavaScript, TypeScript, Node.js.

Database: MySQL, MongoDB.

Web: HTML, CSS, SASS, LESS, PostCSS, styled-components, Webpack, ReactJS, VueJS.

Development stuff: Git, Github, Gitlab, Linux, Bash, Docker.


